depolymerization processes of polyethylene glycol are analyzed by numerical simulation. The weight distribution after cultivation of microorganisms for two and four days was used to solve an inverse problem for the molecular factor of the degradation rate. Numerical results are compared with experimental results to determine the time factor of the degradation rate. The transition of the weight distribution was simulated by solving an initial value problem.
INTRODUCTION
Microbial depolymerization processes are divided into exogenous type processes and endogenous type processes. Molecules are depolymerized by liberating monomers from their terminals in an exogenous type depolymerization process. Polyethylene (PE) is a polymer depolymerized in exogenous type depolymerization processes.
A mathematical model was proposed, and implemented for simulations of PE biodegradation processes [1] .
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is also a polymer depolymerized in exogenous depolymerization processes. PEG is one of polyethers expressed chemically by HO(R-O) n H, e.g., PEG: R=CH 2 CH 2 , PPG: R=CH 3 CHCH 2 , PTMG: R = (CH 2 ) 4 [2] . PEG molecules are depolymerized by liberation of C 2 compounds from their terminals [3, 4] . Microbial consortium E1 was cultivated in a culture medium, in which the only carbon source was PEG, and the weight distribution before and after the cultivation was compared. Figures 1 shows the transition of the weight distribution of PEG6000 for seven days.
Techniques developed for the PE biodegradation were extended to studies of the exogenous depolymerization processes of PEG. Inverse problems were formulated for molecular factors of degradation rates based on the weight distribution of PEG with respect to the molecular weight before and after cultivation of a microbial consortium E1. Initial value problems were solved to simulate the transition of the weight distribution. The time factors of degradation rates were also considered in studies on depolymerization processes of PEG [5] . A model originally proposed for endogenous depolymerization processes was reformulated to analyze the exogenous depolymerization processes of PEG [6] and PE [7] . Techniques developed for the analysis of PE biodegradation [7] was extended to studies on exogenous depolymerization processes of PEG [8] .
In this study, numerical results were obtained for a microbial depolymerization process of PEG6000.
A molecular factor of a degradation rate was obtained from the weight distribution of PEG6000 after cultivation of the microbial consortium E1 for two and four days. The initial value problem was solved to simulate the transition of the weight distribution of PEG6000. . In other words, ( )
is the probability of the event in which a molecule with molecular weight K is produced from a molecule with molecular weight M . The
satisfies the equation (1) [7, 8] . (1) Given an initial weight distribution f(M), equation (1) and the initial condition (2) form an initial value problem to solve for ( )
Time factors of degradability such as temperature, dissolved oxygen, and microbial population act evenly on molecules regardless of molecular sizes. For such factors, the degradation rate ( )
is a product of a function of t, which we denote by ( ) t σ , and a function of M which we
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The memoryless behavior in an exogenous depolymerization processes leads to the exponential distribution J e ρ ρ − for the amount J liberated from a molecule [9] . In an exogenous depolymerization process, amount M -K is separated from a molecule with molecular weight M to become a molecule with molecular weight K, so that ( )
. Equation (3) now becomes (4) where (5) In an exogenous type depolymerization process, molecules depolymerized by successive separations of monomers. Let L be the molecular weight of a monomer liberated from a molecule in one cycle of a depolymerization process, e.g. PE:
The intensity ρ is given by the expression (6) [7, 8] . (6) Mathematical model (7) for the time evolution of the microbial population was proposed in previous studies [5] ; (7) where k and h are positive constants. The equation (7) is associated with the initial condition (8) where 0 σ is the initial microbial population. Given the time factor and the molecular factor of the degradation rate, the initial value problem (4), (7), (2), (8) were solved to simulate the microbial depolymerization processes [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] .
III. REDUCTION TO A MODEL WITH TIME INDEPENDENT DEGRADATION RATE AND INVERSE PROBLEM FOR THE MOLECULAR FACTTOR
Define the change of variables from t to τ ,
and let ( ) ( )
. Equation (4) leads to (10) Given the molecular factor ( ) M λ of the degradation rate, equation (10) and the initial condition (11) form an initial value problem. Equation (10), the initial condition (11) and the condition (12) form an inverse problem for the molecular factor ( ) M λ for which the solution of the initial value problem (10) and (11) also satisfies the condition (12) .
Techniques developed in previous studies [7, 8] were applied to solve the inverse problem for the molecular factor ( ) M λ of the degradation rate. The weight distribution functions after the cultivation of the microbial consortium E1 for two days and four days were set as the initial condition and the final condition, respectively, and the inverse problem given by the expressions (5) to obtain the molecular factor of the degradation rate. Figure 2 shows a numerical result. Figure 3 shows the profiles of ( ) 
IV. SIMULATION WITH TIME FACTOR
Recall that ( ) t σ is a part of the solution of the initial value problem (4), (7), (2), (8) . Let ( ) ( )
, where the equation (9) holds for t andτ . In view of the equation (9),
, where (14) and ( ) (16) A numerical technique developed in a previous study [13] is applied to the system of equations (16) Using those parameter values, the initial value problem (4), (7), (2), (8) 
V. CONCLUSION
The inverse problem for the molecular factor of the degradation rate was solved for the weight distribution before and after cultivation of the microbial consortium E1 on PEG for three days, and the initial value problem (4), (7), (8) was solved numerically for various values of the parameters which characterize the time factor of the degradation rate [10, 11, 12, 13] . The inverse problem for the molecular factor of the degradation rate was solved for the weight distribution before and after cultivation of the microbial consortium E1 on PEG6000 for two days [14] .
In this study, the inverse problem was solved for the weight distribution after cultivation of microbial consortium E1 on PEG6000I after two days and four days. Our numerical results show that our techniques are applicable to a wide range of experimental data. (10), (13) and experimenatal results for the weight distribution of PEG after cultivation of microbial consortium E1 for two, four, and seven days. (4), (7) , (2), (8) and experimenatal results for the weight distribution of PEG after cultivation of microbial consortium E1 for two, four, and seven days.
